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Abstract 
The effects of grain size (d), specimen size (t) and initial dislocation density on the 
strength of micron-sized polycrystals are simulated by 2D dislocation dynamics. The results 
show that the continuum phenomenon of “smaller being weaker” effect for 1 < t/d  ̃ 3 occurs 
only when the initial dislocation density is high. When t/d < 1 with high initial dislocation 
density, or when the initial dislocation density is low regardless of t/d, the opposite “smaller 
being stronger” effect occurs. 
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It is well-known that the strength of bulk-sized polycrystalline metals depends on the 
grain size according to the Hall-Petch relation [1,2], and when the grain size falls in the 
nanometric range, the inverse Hall-Petch effect may occur [3]. On the other hand, whereas the 
strength of single crystalline specimens of micron sizes in general varies as the negative power 
of the specimen size [4-15], the effect of specimen size on strength for polycrystalline specimens 
has not been well understood.  The domain of special interest is when there are only a few grains 
across the specimen thickness, so that the mean-field condition as in the Hall-Petch or inverse 
Hall-Petch effect breaks down. In this case, the grain size (d) and specimen size (t) can be 
expected to produce interesting coupled effects to control strength.  
The available experimental results in the above-mentioned regime of t/d~2 to 4 have been 
controversial. In one group of observations, a “smaller being weaker” effect was reported, where 
strength decreases as the specimen size (t) decreases. Keller and Hug [16] reported that for 
polycrystalline nickel thin films of millimeter thickness, the flow stress of specimens with t/d < 
3.6 becomes significantly smaller than the Hall-Petch trend extrapolated from specimens with 
t/d > 3.6 at 0.14 strain in the work-hardening regime. In another report on the same material 
system [17], the same group of authors found that at a fixed grain size of either 100μm or 500μm, 
decreasing the t/d ratio from 4 to 1 decreases the tensile strength [17], which agrees with the 
results of Miyazaki et al. [18] and Wang et al. [19]. Some other researchers reported the opposite 
trend of “smaller being stronger”. Chen and Ngan [20] reported that for silver wires of diameters 
ranging from 20 to 50μm, the “smaller being stronger” effect was observed for t/d < 3. Chauhan 
and Bastawros [21] studied size effect of strength using freestanding copper thin films, and 
discovered that for grain size below 5μm, the “smaller being stronger” effect would be exhibited. 
Mahabunphachai and Koҫ [22] pointed out, from the literature, that there is a transition from the 
“smaller being weaker” to the “smaller being stronger” trend at t/d ~ 2 to 4. Raulea et al. [23] 
reported a consistent “smaller being weaker” trend for t/d >1, but when t/d <1, the yield strength 
would increase with increasing grain size. For these different size effects on strength reported by 
different researchers, Janssen, Geers and co-workers [24, 25] suggested a classification scheme 
into microstructural or intrinsic size effects, statistical size effects, lattice curvature and strain 
gradients, surface or interfacial constraints and geometrical effects, with possible competition 
between them. Also, in Fig. 41 of the review paper by Greer and De Hosson [14], the combined 
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effects of extrinsic and intrinsic length scales on strength of nanocrystalline Ni are presented, 
which clearly show both trends of smaller being weaker and stronger, depending on the grain 
size. 
In this study, 2D dislocation dynamics simulation, a common tool for studying the 
dependence of crystalline deformation on microstructural factors [26-30], was employed to study 
the effects of grain size (d), specimen size (t), initial dislocation density and initial intragranular 
dipole source density on the strength of micron-sized polycrystalline structures. In these 
simulations, edge dislocations are randomly placed in a rectangular simulation region with a 
given initial density. Grains are rectangular domains partitioning the simulation region, and grain 
boundaries are set to be impenetrable by dislocations. Each grain contains 2 slip systems oriented 
at ϕ and ϕ+60  measured from the horizontal reference x-axis, where ϕ is randomly assigned. 
Tensile load is applied along the vertical direction, along which periodic boundary conditions are 
used for the stress field. The left and right sides of the simulation region are free surfaces with 
image stresses applied. The free surface is meshed into rectangular strips, and external line forces 
are applied to counteract the dislocation forces on the surface, in analogy to how surface 
tractions are removed in 3D calculations [31]. The stress field around the line forces would be 
the image stress acting on the dislocations [32]. Benzerga [33] proposed a ‘2.5D’ method to 
consider the contribution of forest dislocation interactions in 2D DD simulations. Here, in a 
similar spirit, a friction stress        
  equivalent to the bow-out shear stress in forest interaction is 
applied to resist the travelling dislocations according to 
       
  
   
  
      (1) 
where    is the average spacing of dislocations in grain i, given by the dislocation density        
  
in the grain as 
   
 
√       
 
 .      (2) 
Here, the forest dislocations are assumed to be the mobile population for simplicity,  is shear 
modulus, and b the Burgers vector. Dislocation velocities are calculated via 
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        (3) 
where   ,    and m are constants, and  is the net stress acting on the slip system of the 
dislocation, which is the sum of the applied stress, interaction stresses from other dislocations, 
resistance to overcome forest interactions        
 , and image stresses from free surfaces. The 
Peierls-Nabarro friction stress is ignored in this investigation. Two dislocations of opposite signs 
would annihilate at a cutoff distance of 8b.  Dislocations also annihilate at free surfaces. In terms 
of dislocation generation, both grain-boundary (GB) and intragranular dipole sources are used. 
The GB source density is expressed as the number of sources per unit length of GB, and the 
intragranular source density is the number of sources per unit area. Each grain is divided into a 
GB region, defined as the area within 250b to the grain boundary, and the remaining 
intragranular region, as illustrated in Figure 1. The two types of sources are placed randomly in 
these two regions respectively. Whenever the resultant stress acting on a dipole source exceeds 
its nucleation stress      for a continuous period of 10 time steps, a dislocation dipole will be 
nucleated at the same site and on the same slip plane of the source. The material properties of 
silver are used, where the shear modulus is 30GPa and the Poisson ratio is 0.37. The nucleation 
stress      here follows a Gaussian distribution with mean of mean 0.006/2 (around 30MPa) 
and standard deviation 0.0005/2(around 2.5MPa), close to the values of Nicola et al. [27]. To 
ensure that the two members of the nucleated dipole do not annihilate immediately, they are 
spaced Lnuc apart, where      
 
       
  
    
 , so that the nucleation stress would just balance the 
attraction between them. After each nucleation, a recovery time of 10 time steps is required 
before the next nucleation. 
The model parameters used in the simulations are normalized following an earlier scheme 
[34]. First, stress  is normalized by          , where   is the shear modulus, i.e.  
 ̃  
 
 
       
 .      (4) 
Distances and lengths x are normalized by the Burgers vector b, i.e.  
 ̃  
 
 
 .       (5)               
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The dislocation velocity    is assumed to obey the law in Eqn. (3), and in the simulation 
programme, the normalized velocity used is 
 ̃  
 ̃
 ̃ 
       (6) 
where  ̃  is the normalized stress which would give a normalized velocity equal to 1b/time step. 
In real FCC metals, for example, the exponent m in Eqn. (3) is very large, but previous DD 
simulations usually employed a value of unity for m for the sake of simplicity, and so for this 
reason, m is also set to be 1 in the present work.  ̃  is set to be 10
-4     . From Eqns. (3) and 
(6), the normalized velocity is related to the real velocity by: 
 ̃  
 
  
  
         
 
  
 
 ̃ 
 .     (7) 
The normalization of distance and velocity according to Eqns. (5) and (7) respectively also 
uniquely specifies the way time t is normalized: 
  ̃  
  
 
 
 
         
  ̃         (8) 
A high and a low dislocation density scenario were simulated as follows: 
(i) HIGH density case - both the initial dislocation density and intragranular dipole 
source density were set to be 2.5×10
-6
 b
-2
 (~10
13
m
-2
);  
(ii) LOW density case - both the initial dislocation and dipole source density were 
6.25×10
-8
 b
-2
 (~ 10
12
m
-2
).  
The grain boundary dipole source density is 0.00025b
-1
 for both cases. For all the simulations in 
this study, the lengths of the specimens were constant at 72000b. The width was varied to study 
the effect of thickness (t). For each combination of grain size, thickness and initial densities, five 
simulations with different randomly generated grain orientations and initial dislocations at the 
same density were performed. The yield stress data presented below is the average of the five 
simulations.  
Figure 2 shows typical stress-strain curves when the grain size is kept constant at 3000b 
while the thickness varies. At a high density setting (Figure 2a), the “smaller being weaker” 
trend is consistently followed until the t/d ratio drops below 1. At low densities (Figure 2b), the 
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“smaller being stronger” trend is exhibited for the whole range of t/d ratios simulated, although 
the trend is more obvious for small t/d ratios. Figure 3a shows plots of the 0.2% proof stress    
vs       for the high density case. For all grain sizes, as long as t/d >1, a “smaller being weaker” 
trend is observed. However, when the t/d ratio drops below 1, corresponding to a bamboo 
arrangement of the grains, a consistent and significant “smaller being stronger” effect is observed. 
The switch between the two opposite size effects as the t/d ratio drops below 1 is associated with 
a reduction of the Hall-Petch slope. Note that for 12000b   t   36000b, the 3 curves have larger 
and almost constant Hall-Petch slope, while for 3000b   t   6000b, the curves become bilinear 
with a smaller slope in the t/d < 1 regime, and the t = 1500b curve has a smaller and almost 
constant slope similar to that of the 3000b   t   6000b in the t/d < 1 regime. Figure 3b shows 
the    vs  
     plots for the low initial dislocation density case. Unlike the high initial density 
case in Figure 3a, the “smaller being stronger” trend is observed for all values of t/d ratio 
simulated, even when it is > 1. Also, the Hall-Petch relation is in general not obeyed with 
nonlinear    vs  
     trends, as well as the occurrence of inverse Hall-Petch effect as indicated 
in Figure 3b. 
Figure 4a and 4b shows the stress and residual dislocation distribution for the high initial 
dislocation density scenario. When t/d >1 (Figure 4a), the surface grains are under lower stresses 
than the interior grains, because surface grains have less dislocation pile-ups and hence less 
stress concentration. When t/d   1 (Figure 4b), the stress distribution is more random within the 
sample. The absence of the longitudinal (vertical) grain boundaries in the t/d   1 case gets rid of 
a lot of sites for dislocation pile-up, this results in a reduction of the Hall-Petch slope for t/d 1 
compared with t/d   1 as seen from Figure 3a. Also, in Figure 4b, the dislocation density in the 
thinner t = 1500b specimen is much lower than that in the thicker t = 12000b specimen. This 
indicates that dislocations are continuously disappearing from the thinner specimen during 
deformation in the t/d   1 regime, and the lack of dislocations leads to the “smaller being 
stronger” effect. 
Figure 4c shows the stress and residual dislocation distribution at 0.2% strain when the 
initial dislocation density is low. It can be seen that the grain boundaries become the softening 
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region, because plasticity is achieved by the operation of GB dipole sources only. Thus, a smaller 
specimen has fewer grain boundaries and hence the strength is higher.  
The present simulations show that the deformation of polycrystals with a few grains 
across their thickness may exhibit two distinctive types of behavior. In the first type which is 
conventional, deformation is strain-hardening dominated. This happens when the initial 
dislocation density is high and the specimen size is also large (Figure 4a). In this case, the 
normal Hall-Petch behavior always occurs since the grain boundaries are sites for dislocation 
pile-ups and stress concentration. The “smaller being weaker” size effect [16-19] also occurs 
when 1 < t/d  ̃ 3 (the right side of Figure 3a), since the surface grains are softer as dislocations 
can disappear from them easily, and a smaller specimen has a higher volume fraction occupied 
by surface grains. In real experiments, the strain incompatibilities between soft and hard grains 
would restrain substantial deformation in softer grains [35,36], which would also lead to a 
“smaller being weaker” trend. In the second type of behavior, plasticity is source limited, and the 
size effect is the “smaller being stronger” type. This may happen when the specimen size is small 
although the initial dislocation density may not be low (left side of Figure 3a), or when the initial 
dislocation density is low for a wider range of specimen sizes (Figure 3b).  
To conclude, the present simulations show that in polycrystals, both “smaller being 
stronger” and “smaller being weaker” size effects may occur, depending on t/d ratio, the 
specimen size, as well as the initial dislocation density. The work described in this paper was 
supported by funding from the Research Grants Council (Project No. 7159/10E). 
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Figure captions 
Figure 1. Grain boundary region and intragranular region. 
Figure 2.Stress strain curves of (a) HIGH dislocation density, (b) LOW dislocation density cases 
(see text for details), grain size=3000b. 
Figure 3.     
     plots for (a) HIGH dislocation density, (b) LOW dislocation density cases. 
Yield strain=0.2%. The numbers in parentheses are the t/d ratios.  
Figure 4.  ̃   stress distribution contour map and dislocation structures at 0.2% strain for (a) 
grain size d = 3000b, thickness t = 12000b and 3000b, HIGH initial dislocation density case. 
Stress is normalized by the value  ̃  = 0.02(1-ν). (b) Grain size d =12000b, thickness t = 12000b 
and 1500b, HIGH initial dislocation density case.  ̃  = 0.02(1-ν). (c) Grain size d=3000b, 
thickness t = 12000b and 3000b, LOW initial dislocation density case.  ̃  = 0.04(1-ν).   
 
 
